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full.

Today in luxury:

Bottega Veneta bolsters communications, marketing in "radical reset"

Bottega Veneta is bolstering its communications and marketing teams as the Italian brand combats slower growth,
according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Reinventing the gin palace: Salcombe Gin Distillery launches yacht delivery service

007 could hardly ask for better service. Picture the scene. You are aboard a yacht, off the Devon coast near
Salcombe. As the sunshine plays across the surface of the water, a terrible thirst strikes, per The Telegraph.

Click here to read the entire article on The Telegraph

Tesla developing self-driving tech for semi-truck, wants to test in Nevada

Tesla Inc is developing a long-haul, electric semi-truck that can drive itself and move in "platoons" that automatically
follow a lead vehicle, and is getting closer to testing a prototype, according to an email discussion of potential road
tests between the car company and the Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV), seen by Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

At $350M, Beverly Hillbillies mansion is most expensive in US

The story of Jed Clampett is , by now, a legend. A poor mountaineer, he could barely feed his family of four, but one
day, while he was out hunting for food, he fired his rifle into the swamp behind his shackand struck oil, says
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Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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